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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Roy Morse Park is a 60-acre park in Longview and is currently
home to various ballfields, a 9-hole disc golf course, and other
recreation activities. While it is a well-used park, the facilities are
aging, no longer attract regional tournaments, and aren’t flexible
enough to respond to changing community interests and needs.
This master plan report defines the community’s long-term vision,
and illustrates the park’s transformation into an exciting athletic
facility complex and multi-use park.
The master planning process began in the summer of 2018 and
included a community-based design process - the heart of which
were open design workshops, or “pop-up studios”. These pop-up
studios were opportunities for everyone - residents, visitors, and
stakeholders - to brainstorm ideas, develop and review design
concepts for the park with city staff and the design team, and to
see those ideas take shape on the plans.
Emerging from the community process, it became clear that
including a variety of active and passive park amenities were a
priority to the community. The long-term vision shown within this
report focuses on a multi-use approach to the fields as well as
the other park spaces - maximizing use of the park for a variety of
interests and ages throughout the day and year-round.
A focus of the master plan is improving the athletic fields to
create an athletic complex which will facilitate league games
and regional sports tournaments, that could create an economic
driver for the community. The variety of sports facilities provided
in the park focuses on all age groups and should be developed
not only for large regional tournaments but also for use by local
community groups, schools, and athletic leagues.
The master plan report serves as a foundation for project
development and a guide to future implementation. Included
within is an economic development study, a phased construction
approach, detailed costs estimates, and a list of potential funding
sources.
While this milestone is the conclusion of the master planning
process, it is also the beginning of the implementation phase.
This athletic facility complex has the potential to shape the
growth and quality of life in Longview for decades to come. With
continued dedication and collaboration from multiple public
agencies, the athletic complex can be memorable park and a
valuable asset for the community and the region.
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INTRODUCTION
HISTORY
A brief history of the development of Roy
Morse Park and a history of this Master
Plan project.
SITE CONTEXT
An overview of the site context within
the region and within the West Longview
Neighborhood.
EXISTING CONDITIONS
General observations of the site’s existing
conditions, facilities, and natural features.
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HISTORY
SITE HISTORY
Roy Morse Park is a 60-acre park in the West Longview Neighborhood. Originally developed
in the early 1970’s, this park was once a state-of-the-art sports facility and hosted numerous
athletic leagues as well as local and regional tournaments. As the park has aged, the fields and
support facilities are no longer of the quality necessary to host tournaments and leagues. The
park’s current facilities and recreation opportunities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Practice soccer fields
2 Baseball fields
Babe Ruth batting cage building
4 Softball fields
Concessions building
Basketball 1/2 court
9-Basket disc golf course
Horseshoe pits

•
•
•
•
•

Playground
Restrooms
3 Large parking areas with
approximately 420 spaces
Park’s maintenance facilities
Tree nursery

PROJECT HISTORY
Once a major tourism hub for youth and adult sports, the City of Longview has a rich history
of investing in quality park facilities. Recently, the community has shown interest in improving
Longview’s sports and athletic facilities as a means of improving local economic conditions,
once again drawing regional sports tournaments, and improving athletic opportunities for local
youth and adults. A 2018 presentation to City Council provided information that a regional
athletic complex may improve the City of Longview’s economy. This began the park master
plan process to help define the long-term vision, guide future improvements, and evaluate the
feasibility of a regional athletic facility complex. A few important goals for the park and the design
process include:
•
•
•
•

9

Create a regional athletic facility complex
that can serve local youth and adults.
Create a facility that can host regional
athletic tournaments.
Provide multiple sports opportunities for
both youth and adults.
Provide athletic facilities for year-round use
in pacific northwest weather.

•
•

Provide additional recreation opportunities
for the neighborhood and Longview
residents.
Improve the existing facilities and
recreation opportunities at the site.
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1951

INTRODUCTION

Prior to the development of the park, the Roy
Morse site and surrounding neighborhood of
West Longview was largely undeveloped.

North not to scale

1971

The park was originally developed in the early
1970’s and included the softball fields, baseball
fields, and parking lots.

2011

Apart from maintenance and routine upgrades,
the only major addition to the park since it’s
original development was the addition/relocation
of the entrance off of Mt. Solo Road in the early
2000’s and the Babe Ruth building constructed.

2019

Today, the park is similar to the original plans
and is well maintained and used regularly.
However the fields and other amenities are
showing their age and are in need of upgrades.
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SITE CONTEXT
The park is located in the West Longview Neighborhood - approximately 5 miles outside of
Downtown Longview and a 20 minute drive from I-5. The neighborhood is primarily residential
use with a small amount of commercial businesses. While the site is in close proximity to two
local bus lines, the primary form of transportation to the site is by vehicle. The site is bordered by
Mt. Solo Middle School to the southwest, a large natural open space to the south, a Bonneville
Power Easement to the east, and residential neighborhoods or future residential development
sites to the north and west. Cowlitz County Dike District bypass ditches border the eastern and
southern edges of the site so the park’s primary access is to the west off of Mt. Solo Road.
Two trail corridors and three other City parks are located within a 1-mile radius of the park with
Roy Morse being the largest in area. With these parks nearby, in addition to the recreation
opportunities at Roy Morse Park, the recreation opportunities within the neighborhood include:
• 3 Playgrounds
• Trails
• 2 Picnic shelters
• 1 Full basketball court
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COMMUNITY POP-UP STUDIO & OPEN HOUSE

NOVEMBER 13 & 14, 2018
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
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1
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Restrooms

Open Field

Disc Golf

Baseball

Restrooms near the
baseball fields are a
security concern.

Northwest open field
is used for soccer
practice and disc golf.

The 9-basket disc golf
course uses the trees
as obstacles.

Two natural turf
baseball fields are
used for Babe Ruth.
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Park Entrance

Parking

Babe Ruth Building

Maintenance

The main entrance is
located off of Mt. Solo
Road.

Three large parking lots
serve the site.

This large building
serves as a batting
cage for baseball.

The Parks & Recreation
Department’s
maintenance facility.
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Trees

Bypass Ditches

Vegetated Area

Tree Nursery

Large, non-native,
deciduous trees
provide shade.

Dike District ditches
bordering the east
and south of the site.

Large vegetated /
storage area is not
utilized for recreation.

Serves as the main
tree nursery for parks
trees.
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Softball

Playground

Concessions

4 Softball fields
primarily serve the
adult softball league.

With equipment for ages
2-5 and 5-12.

The main concessions
building also contains public
restrooms and storage.
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SITE ANALYSIS
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
A summary of the full Environmental
Assessment conducted for sensitive areas
in and around the site.
ATHLETIC PROGRAMMING
An inventory of the existing athletic fields
and facilities and how they are currently
being utilized.
RECREATION
An inventory of the additional recreation
facilities and passive opportunities at the
site.
FACILITIES
An overview of the buildings, structures
and other infrastructure at the site and
how these facilities are used.
UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
An introduction to the various utilities and
recent upgrades at the site.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
The existing natural site features were evaluated as part of an environmental assessment.
Potential environmental constraints were evaluated and mitigation requirements were identified.
For the full Environmental Assessment, refer for Appendix B.
TREES
Groupings of exceptional oak trees were identified throughout the site. With protection during
construction, continued maintenance, and preservation of the existing growing space, these
trees can be expected to survive for decades. Healthy, mature trees exist throughout the site
and include Ash, Elm, Douglas Fir, Maple, and Spruce trees. Many of these trees are located on
the west side of the site and are planted at the edge of the on-site stream which has provided
an unstable condition for the larger trees. A high percentage of these trees exhibit defects such
as included bark, conks, severe leans and decay within the canopy branches. Numerous newly
planted trees are still young enough for preservation and transplanting. In addition to young
trees, many mature rhododendron shrubs were observed to be suitable for preservation and
transplanting.
TOPOGRAPHY & SOILS
The site is relatively flat with a steep incline to the south and west at the adjacent bypass
ditches. These bypass ditches are considered fish bearing streams according to the Forest
Application Mapping Tool. The bypass ditches serve a dual function, they transport stormwater
to the pumping stations and they act as storage reservoirs for intense rainfall exceeding the
capacity of the pumps. Each bypass ditch has a 50’ wide buffer from the top of the slope to allow
for maintenance access. Based on the Natural Resource Conservation Services Soil Map, the
site consists of one main soil type: Caples silty clay loam, 0%-3% slopes. The Caples series
consists of very deep, somewhat poorly drained soils.
LIVING RESOURCES
No evidence of threatened or endangered wildlife or plant species, or critical habitats, have been
found on-site. Critical areas identified include a stream on-site and a wetland to the south of the
site.
WETLANDS
One wetland is located on the south side of the bypass ditch south of the site and a possible
wetland is located in the forested area to the west of the site. A formal wetland delineation is
needed to categorize the wetlands and to establish appropriate buffers. Based on a preliminary
review, buffers may range from 60’ - 150’ depending on the wetland category rating.
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SITE ANALYSIS

bypass ditches (fish-bearing stream)
with 50’ maintenance buffers
3
native deciduous
trees, typ
5
4

1

2

stream
(seasonally wet)

non-native
trees, typ

potential off-site wetlands
(delineation needed to
determine buffers)

North not to scale

1 On-Site Stream (wet)

1 On-Site Stream (dry)

2 Potential Off-Site Wetland

3 Bypass Ditch

4 Exceptional Oak Trees

5 Existing Oak Tree Grove
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ATHLETIC PROGRAMMING
The current athletic fields at Roy Morse Park include 2 baseball fields, 4 softball fields, and a
large open space used for field sports like youth soccer. The 2 baseball fields accommodate
youth baseball age 13-18 (Babe Ruth little league) with 300’ foul lines, 375’ center field. A
minimum of two fields are required to meet the typical game schedule and maintain the status
quo for Babe Ruth baseball. The 4 softball fields meet ASA requirements for tournament play
with 200’ outfields with portable fencing. They can accommodate adult recreational league
softball although they are smaller than desired, little league (U-12) with the addition of temporary
outfield fencing, or fast pitch softball tournaments. The primary use of the large open space is for
youth soccer practice.
CONDITION & ORIENTATION
All of the ballfields are well maintained natural turf fields with skinned infields. The fields
throughout the site have poor drainage conditions and fields remain wet and unplayable for long
periods of time after rainfall. The two baseball fields include scoreboards and all 6 fields include
lighting. The backstops, dugouts, lighting, fencing, spectator seating, and access paths are
visibly aging and are in need of upgrades to support league and tournament use. The softball
fields are shorter than the ideal 300’ outfield and fields #3 and #4 have unfavorable exposure/
orientation.
SUPPORT FACILITIES
The baseball fields include better-than-typical support facilities including a batting facility (Babe
Ruth building), announcer’s booth, concessions building, and storage space. The softball fields
are also well served, with restrooms, concessions, and storage, although these are all aging and
are in need of upgrades. There are approximately 390 existing parking spaces at the site which
is sufficient for tournaments.

1 Softball Field
19

1 Softball Field
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2 Softball Plaza

SITE ANALYSIS

primary: adult recreational
league softball
secondary: little league (U12) or fast pitch with portable
outfield fencing

primary: youth
baseball 13-18 (Babe
Ruth Little League)
secondary: adult
softball, little league
(U-12), or fast pitch
(currently only
scheduled for Babe
Ruth little league)

1
2

3

4
youth soccer
U-10 practices

North not to scale

2 Softball Concessions

2 Softball Lighting

3 Baseball Scoreboard

3 Baseball Field

3 Baseball Field

4 Soccer Fields
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RECREATION
Recreation opportunities, aside from athletics, at the park include a playground, 9-basket disc
golf course, basketball, horseshoes, and walking/jogging.
CONDITION
The disc-golf course is relatively new and in good condition. The playground is in good condition
and includes swings, spinning equipment, and composite play structures for ages 2-5 and 5-12.
Two horseshoe pits are located near the softball fields and are not often used and are in fair
condition. Additionally, there is no accessible path to access the horseshoe pits. The basketball
area is located within the main parking area, the court is not striped, and the hoop is in poor
condition.
SUPPORT FACILITIES
The playground is in close proximity to the concessions building restroom and parking but there
are no sidewalk access ramps from the accessible parking spaces. The disc golf course is
located far from the restrooms which is a concern for disc-golf players. The park is often used for
walking and jogging, including dog walking, however there are no accessible trails outside of the
plaza areas and driveways. The trails are primarily soft surface or non-accessible surface such
as lawn.
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open space, typ

4

1

5

2
6

3

North not to scale

1 Playground

2 Disc Golf Course Map

3 Disc Golf Course

4 Horseshoe Pits

5 Informal Trail / Driveway

6 Basketball
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FACILITIES
The existing building infrastructure on-site includes the following:
•

Restroom building

•

Babe Ruth batting cage building

•

2 Storage / concessions buildings at the
baseball fields

•

Large concessions building at the softball
fields which includes restrooms and storage

•

Storage shed in the tree nursery

•

2 maintenance garages

TREE NURSERY
The tree nursery is located in the southern portion of the site and includes a large space for
trees and a storage facility in poor condition. This tree nursery space is not enclosed and is
accessible by the public while the storage facility is inside of a chain-link fenced area.
MAINTENANCE
The Parks & Recreation maintenance facility is located just off of the north parking lot. It is
fully enclosed by a chain-link fence and includes two maintenance garages and large outdoor
storage space.
RESTROOMS
The existing restroom building that primarily serves the baseball field area is in poor condition
and is only open seasonally. This restroom building is a common security concern at the park.
PARKING & CIRCULATION
The main entrance to the park is located off of Mt. Solo Road and is somewhat difficult to find.
The park has three main parking lots which are adequate but the furthest south parking lot is not
apparent to many visitors who ultimately park along the driveway which causes congestion.

1 Main Entrance
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2 Parking Lot
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3 Restroom Building

SITE ANALYSIS

4
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8
3
5
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2
9

1

North not to scale

4 Concessions Building

5 Babe Ruth Batting Cage

6 Baseball Building

7 Storage Area / Shed

8 Tree Nursery

9 Maintenance Area
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UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
STORM DRAINAGE
An existing storm drainage system on the site provides drainage for the existing fields, parking,
and access areas and open spaces. The system consists of a series of catch basins and
pipes that conveys the drainage from the site to the ditch located along the east side of the
site or to the potential wetland located adjacent to the southwest corner of the site. Based on
the City’s GIS, there are three pipes that discharge to the ditch to the east of the site and one
that discharges to the potential wetland. The elevation difference between the existing ground
and the discharge points to the ditch is approximately 4-5 feet. In addition to the pipes that
convey drainage from the site, it appears that a drainage system from the neighborhood to the
northwest of the site may discharge drainage to the site along the existing flat soccer area. The
existing system does not provide adequate drainage resulting in areas of standing water, soggy
fields, and in some cases mud. Because of the lack of adequate drainage, the existing fields are
not being utilized to their full potential. Any redevelopment at the park will be required to mitigate
the stormwater impacts resulting from the redevelopment. This mitigation will include providing
stormwater treatment and or retention or detention as required under the City of Longview’s
Stormwater Manual and Chapter 17.80 of the City’s Municipal Code.
LIGHTING
Site lighting consists of parking lot lighting and softball field lighting. The softball lighting poles
are visibly aging and their locations preclude the expansion of the existing outfields. Both the
softball lighting and the parking lot lighting appear to provide adequate lighting levels.
OVERHEAD UTILITIES
Currently there are two electrical systems, owned by the Cowlitz County Public Utilities District,
running through the site. The system along the north and west edge of the site is a high voltage
transmission line. A second system begins near the southern edge of the site and is a much
lower voltage distribution line.
SANITARY SEWER
The existing restrooms, concessions building, and maintenance buildings on site are served
by an existing sanitary sewer system that is located near the central portion of the site. The
system is a combination gravity and pressure system that serves both the park and some of the
surrounding neighborhood. There is an existing pump station located near the proposed location
for the five-field wagon wheel complex. Longview is currently working on upgrading this station
or has recently completed the upgrades to the station.
WATER
Currently there is an existing water main through the central portion of the park site. This main
serves both existing facilities on the site as well as provides looping of the water main from the
school site to the water main located in Mt. Solo Road. As part of the redevelopment of the park,
portions of the existing water main will likely be removed and relocated to avoid conflicts with
proposed improvements as well as to serve proposed improvements; however, the looping of
the main will need to remain. This looping provides redundancy as well as improved pressure in
the water mains and must remain after the new facilities have been constructed.
25
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storm line, typ
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3

sewer line, typ
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3 Parking Lot Lighting

1 Overhead Utilities

2 Ballfield Lighting

4 Pump Station

5 Storm Discharge Pipe
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DESIGN PROCESS
PUBLIC OUTREACH PROCESS
A brief overview of the full design process
for this master plan project.
STAFF WORKSHOP & SITE VISIT
A summary of feedback received and
results of a half-day staff and stakeholder
workshop and site visit.
STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS &
SURVEY
A summary of comments received and
results of telephone interviews with
stakeholders and the on-line survey.
COMMUNITY SURVEY
A summary of comments received and
results of the community on-line survey.
POP-UP STUDIOS & OPEN HOUSES
An evaluation of the design concepts
produced by the community and design
team during the two-day pop-up studio
and open house event.
PREFERRED MASTER PLAN
Description of meetings leading to the
development of the preferred master plan.
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PUBLIC OUTREACH PROCESS
The design process was part of an extensive community outreach process which educated the
community about the master plan vision and objectives and about the results of initial findings
from the site analysis. The process also provide opportunities for community input on current
park conditions, desired amenities and activities. With a goal of integrating the community
throughout the design process, public outreach occurred in the 4 major steps listed below:

1

2

Staff Workshop & Site Visit

Stakeholder Interviews & Survey

October 10, 2018
The staff workshop included a site walk-through
with City staff and other stakeholders to kick-off the
design process.

October - November 2018
Once stakeholders were identified, phone
interviews were conducted to gather feedback.
This process also included an on-line survey.

29
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DESIGN PROCESS

3

4

Community Survey

Pop-Up Studios & Open Houses

November - December 2018
An on-line survey was used to gather more detailed
information from the community about what is
working at the site and what is not as well as their
desired park improvements.

November 13 & 14, 2018
At the heart of the design process, was a twoday community event working with the City and
design team to design concepts and then choose
a preferred master plan.
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STAFF WORKSHOP & SITE VISIT
To kick-off the design process, an initial workshop was held at the site. The design team led a
site walk through to gather input from staff and stakeholders, to identify existing site challenges,
how the site and the existing athletic fields are currently being used, and environmental
constraints.
Following the site walk-through, a workshop was held so the design team could hear staff and
stakeholders desired site and park improvements, and their preferred future vision for the master
plan.
Attendees at the workshop included representatives from Longview Parks and Recreation,
Public Works, Planning, Economic Development, and Parks & Recreation Advisory Board,
Longview School District, and Lower Columbia College.
WISH LIST
Staff and stakeholders were asked what improvements they would like to see at the site based
on feedback they’ve heard from the community and their athletic program needed. The desired
improvements included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

31

Large, inclusive, centrally located playground
Storage for canoes & kayaks and maintenance
equipment
Lockable and secure restrooms and
concessions buildings
Vendor electrical hook-up with utility service
8’ wide minimum walking loop trail
Off-leash dog area
Wider entrance for truck deliveries and
pick-ups
Reconfigured parking areas

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shade near the picnic areas
Open lawn between athletic fields
Connections to nearby trails and sidewalks
RV parking
Flexible ballfield fencing
WiFi connection
PA system for announcing games
Accessible, hard surface paving
Bleachers & Stadium seating
Vantage point and ease of access to the fields
/ crow’s nest
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DESIGN PROCESS

What we heard...
•

The existing ballfields need to be improved
to meet current standards and to host
tournaments, 4-5 ballfields is considered the
minimum.

•

Signage and way-finding at the northern
entrance off of Mt. Solo Road need to be
improved.

•

Site circulation is in need of improvement
and a new park entrance off of Ocean Beach
Highway could dramatically improve wayfinding to the site.

•

Poor drainage is a problem throughout the
site and negatively effects playability in the
fields. A consistent low spot off of the main
driveway near the disc-golf course leads to
Mud Day in the park!

•

Softball Field #3 is in a poor orientation for
playability.

•

Full-size soccer and other athletic fields are
desired.

•

There is an informal connection to the
middle school but a formalized connection is
not necessary.

•

Crime prevention is a factor to consider for
the 3rd and southernmost parking lot which
is somewhat hidden from the rest of the site.

•

The existing trees at the concessions
building should remain. The trees at the disc
golf course may be removed.

•

•

The disc golf course is well used and could
increase to 18 baskets.

Maintenance at the site typically includes
mowing, weeding, edging, tree maintenance,
trash pick-up, playground inspections, and
field maintenance. Maintenance is a full-time
job during softball season.

•

Park improvements should maximize yearround use of the park and fields.
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STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS & SURVEY
The public outreach process continued with stakeholder interviews and an online survey.
Overall, the survey was open for 3 weeks and 73 people submitted responses. The questions
focused on developing the athletic program at the site. Overall, respondents said the current
facilities are not working well for their team or league use. This included parking, restrooms,
fields and support facilities. In order to get specific feedback about athletics, the following
stakeholder groups were asked to participate:
•
•
•
•
•

Disc Golfers
Babe Ruth
USSSA
Longview Girls’ Softball Association
Youth Baseball

What is missing from this park?
The top 5 requested new improvements,
in order of priority, are:

•
•
•
•
•

Lower Columbia College
Longview School District
Cowlitz Youth Soccer Association
Cowlitz Black Bears
Cowlitz Cobras

What would you like the top guiding principles
for this master plan to be?
#1. Improve existing sports fields

#1. Park and community activities (play,
picnicking, sport courts).

#2. Improve existing park amenities and recreation

#2. Neighborhood amenities
(restaurants, hotels).

#4. Enhance ability to host events and tournaments

#3. Parking.
#4. Camping / RV parking.
#5. Indoor sports facility.

#3. Add new sports fields
#5. Add new park and recreation opportunities
#6. Improve ease of maintenance
#7. Improve environmental sustainability
#8. Improve safety and security
#9. Improve wayfinding
#10. Improve parking

What is needed for leagues and
tournaments?
Top 5 requested improvements, in order
of priority, are:

What are your sport improvement priorities?
#1. Softball
#2. Baseball
#3. Little League
#4. Soccer
#5. Basketball

#1. Synthetic turf fields for year-round
use.
#2. Upgraded support facilities
(concessions, restrooms, seating).
#3. Field improvements or more fields,
including fencing, netting, covered
dugouts.

What are your park improvement priorities?

#4. Fully lit fields.
#5. 18-basket disc golf course.
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#1. Restrooms
#2. Lighting
#3. Safety
#4. Parking
#5. Paths/trails

DESIGN PROCESS

COMMUNITY SURVEY
Following the stakeholder interviews and an online survey, an on-line survey was opened for
all community members. Overall, the survey was open for 3 weeks and 416 people submitted
responses. The questions focused on what is working and what is not working at the site, what
improvements people would like to see for both athletics and for community use. Some of the
main concerns people have for the site include athletic field improvements as well as site safety
and security - especially related to the existing restrooms, lighting for the paths and parking.

Top activities in the park:
#1. Baseball / softball
#2. Disc golf
#3. Walking / running
#4. Dog walking
#5. Soccer

Drinking fountains

Parking

Tables and shelters

Seating

Playground

Paths and trails

Lighting

Never/rarely
1-2 /month
1-2 /week
Every day

Safety and security

How often do you use the park
for sports?

Restrooms

Never/rarely
1-2 /month
1-2 /week
Every day

Fields and sports facilities

How often do you use the park?

What improvements are important to you?
What should be
improved?

What are your sport
priorities?

#1. Restrooms

#1. Softball

#2. Fields / drainage

#2. Baseball

#3. Lighting / concessions

#3. Little league

#4. Seating

#4. Soccer

#5. Picnic areas

#5. Basketball

Something new to include?

What are your sport facility priorities?

#1. Basketball

#1. Youth sports

#2. Spray park / fountain

#2. Year-round use

#3. Dog park

#3. Multi-use fields/courts

#4. Flexible open lawn

#4. Adult sports

#5. Other...

#5. Diversity of sports
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COMMUNITY SURVEY

continued

Prior to the pop-up studios and open houses, both the community and stakeholder surveys were
evaluated to determine the community’s overall priorities for the future of the park. Throughout
the survey and interview process, a variety of park improvements were requested with the
following being some of the most often requested:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Park Entry at Ocean Beach Highway
Storage
Loop Trail
Large Playground
Spray Park
New Restrooms
New Concessions
Picnic Shelters
Tournament Disc Golf

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dog Park
Site Safety and Security
Athletics & Support Facilities
Tournament Quality Athletic Infrastructure
Year-Round Athletic Facilities
Court Sports
Improved Circulation and Access
Indoor Recreation Facility

Through the survey, the community also provided feedback on their top guiding principles for
the master plan - the top ten are listed below. These, along with the park improvements listed
above, became the launching point for the development of conceptual designs in the pop-up
studios and community open houses.

Community top guiding principles for the master plan...
#1. Improve existing
sports fields & amenities
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#3. New sports
#2. Improve existing
recreation

#5. Host events &
tournaments

#4. New recreation
opportunities
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It would be great to see the park really become a multi use facility... this community could
really thrive by allowing other sports such as soccer to play host to tournaments and allow local
youth to thrive in their own community. Multi-use, not just one sport. A baseball field, a soccer
field, a softball field, basketball courts, pickle ball courts... then large indoor recreation center,
playground... make it a place people want to go! Longview has so little!!! Let’s get the community
aspect of this park to actually be community, not outsiders coming for tournaments. Pack in as
many fields as possible...get other sports leagues from surrounding areas in on the project to get
funds quicker. Undercover or inside area for winter use and more areas for family gatherings. A
full scale disc golf course capable of hosting tournaments would bring in a fair amount of tourism
dollars, could be used year round, and could utilize land that most other sports aren’t able to.
A good walking path at least a mile long that circles. Keep the big trees if possible. Greenery...
grass, trees, plants, flowers. More events for kids. Natural play for children. Spray park for hot
summer days away from sports sits to prevent wondering children. Pickleball courts with nearby
restrooms. I think getting it to a point of hosting events and marketing its use could be great.
Maybe a rental facility for events? The more softball fields the better. The players will make sure
we get teams there for tourneys. “If you build it, they will come”!

#6. Improve
safety & security

#8. Ease of
maintenance
#7. Environmental
sustainability

#10. Improve parking

#9. Way-finding & signage
in and to the park
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POP-UP STUDIOS & OPEN HOUSES
The Community Pop-Up Studios and Open Houses were held over a two day event at the Elks
War Memorial Building in Longview. Pop-Up studios were held in the daytime to develop and
refine design concepts and those concepts were then reviewed in Open Houses in the evening
of each day. This community-based design approach allowed the community, City staff, and
stakeholders to be a part of the design process and offer feedback while the designs were being
created. The events were well attended with nearly 100 community members and stakeholders
attending throughout the two days.
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Day 1: Pop-Up Studio
Day 1 started with a community based design workshop.
Ideas were brainstormed with the community, city staff,
and stakeholders to develop 8 initial design concepts.
The concepts considered the existing ballfields,
circulation, parking, support facilities (concessions,
seating, restrooms), and other recreational opportunities
such as playgrounds, trails, off-leash area, picnicking,
and disc golf.

Day 1: Open House
The 8 design concepts created in the pop-up studio
were combined and refined into three overall design
alternatives representing a range of recreational interests
for the park. These were then displayed at the evening
open house. The open house was an opportunity for the
community and stakeholders to review and discuss each
concept and offer additional new ideas.

Day 2: Pop-Up Studio
Using comments and feedback received in the Day 1
Pop-Up Studio and Open House, the concepts were
into a single preferred park concept plan. Additional
considerations included existing site conditions
and constraints, constructability requirements, site
accessibility, flexibility of use and events, maintenance
requirements, and ongoing community feedback as the
plan was refined throughout the day.

Day 2: Open House
Day 2 concluded with a community Open House
to provide additional feedback and comments on a
preferred park concept. Participants placed dots on
various design alternatives to vote for their preferred
improvements.
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POP-UP STUDIOS & OPEN HOUSES

continued

DAY 1 POP-UP STUDIO & OPEN HOUSE
Working with city staff and the community, the following 8 Alternatives were designed during the
Day 1 Pop-Up Studio. For ease of comparison, they have been arranged to show the athletic
focused alternatives first and the alternative that focused on other recreation opportunities on
the following page. The most requested park improvements are common to all of the alternatives
including loop trails, athletics, and a new park entrance at Ocean Beach Highway.

DESIRED ATHLETIC PROGRAMMING
Throughout the “pop-up” workshops, it became clear that the numbers of fields described below is
preferred by stakeholders and require a creative approach to shared use. The program below describes
16-18 different field configurations adapted to specific activities. The accompanying layout plans on the
following page show how the requirements of Fast-Pitch and Co-Rec Softball could share a five-field
“wagon wheel” complex and how the various athletics are programmed on 9 multi-use fields.
• Youth Baseball. Maintain a minimum of 2 primary fields. Meet minimum requirements for Babe Ruth
Little League Baseball – 300’ foul lines, 375’ center field.
• Fast-Pitch Softball. Meet ASA requirements for Fast-Pitch tournament play – 200’ outfield. Minimum
of 5 fields is necessary to draw the desired participation for regional and national tournament play.
• Adult Co-Ed Recreational Softball. Meeting ASA standards for Adult Co-Ed Recreational tournament
play and as modified in workshop discussions – 320’ outfield. Consensus is that a minimum of 5
fields is necessary to meet local league requirements, up to 7 fields are preferred.
• Youth & Recreational Soccer. Accommodate adult recreation, U10 and multiple fields for U9 and
below – approximately 65 yards x110 yards plus safety clearances. 3 fields are desired. One of the
Recreational Soccer fields should be accommodated in a flexible lawn, not routinely scheduled for
heavy use.
• Collegiate Soccer. Suitable for collegiate play – typically no less than 70 yards x115 yards, with
considerable space required for team and official areas and spectators. 1 field is required.
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DESIGN CONCEPTS
Having heard feedback throughout the day, the design alternatives were refined into 3 concepts
to eliminate redundancies and allow efficient comparison of the concepts. They were also
refined to include site circulation, parking, improved drainage, support facilities (concessions,
seating, restrooms), and other recreational opportunities in more detail. These concepts, shown
on the following page, were presented at the evening open house.

Concept A
This concept maximizes athletics including 5
softball fields and 2 baseball fields. An indoor
recreation center is located near the new entrance
to Ocean Beach Highway and two large parking
areas for tournaments. Loop trails, maintenance
and tree nursery, t-ball space, 3 large play and
picnic/gathering spaces, and multi-sport courts are
also included. 3 alternatives were included and
compared adding soccer, softball, or disc-golf.
North not to scale

Concept B
This concept also maximizes athletic and includes
a centralized softball wagon wheel design, and 2
baseball fields. Other park elements include loop
trails, 2 large play and picnic/gathering spaces, and
a large natural open space to the south for natural
drainage. This concept also proposes that the
existing Babe Ruth building remains in it’s current
location. 1 alternative was included and compared
adding an 18 basket disc golf course or 3 full size
soccer fields.

Concept C
This concept proposed improvements to
the existing facilities to allow for year-round,
tournament use of the fields. It also maximizes nonathletic recreation opportunities and includes an
off-leash dog area, loop trails, a skate park, open
space, play and picnic areas, and an 18 basket
disc golf course. This concept also includes a large
natural space to the south for natural drainage.
Because the park configuration is similar to the
existing park, the vast majority of the existing trees
would remain in this concept.
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continued

DAY 2 POP-UP STUDIO & OPEN HOUSE
After the comments, feedback, and votes from Day 1 were compiled, it became clear that Concept A
was the preferred concept and that it was important to integrate other recreation opportunities for the
community. A single preferred concept plan was developed, along with a rough-order-of-magnitude
cost estimate, during the Day 2 Pop-Up Studio. Various edits, tweaks, and changes were made to the
concept as the community and stakeholders provided additional comments. While the concept below
closely resembles Concept A, additional recreation opportunities include
a spray park and 2 large, inclusive play areas, 2 sports courts for
pickle-ball/tennis and basketball, fitness stations and seating
areas around the loop trail, various picnic/gathering
spaces, and preserved existing tree groves along
the eastern side of the site. The southern side
of the site included 3 alternative designs
and the northern side of the site
included 2 alternative designs
all shown here:

North
Alternative 1
recreation center,
open lawn for
soccer or other
use, and play

North not to scale
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Preferred Concept Plan

DESIGN PROCESS

South Alternative 1
collegiate soccer,
9-basket disc golf

North Alternative 2
soccer and mixed-use ballfields fields, and play

South Alternative 2
natural turf soccer, 18 basket disc golf

South Alternative 3
baseball field, soccer overlay, 9 basket disc golf
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PREFERRED MASTER PLAN
PARK & RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD MEETING
Following the design process, the preferred concept plan (shown on page 41 - 42) and it’s
alternatives were presented to the Park and Recreation Advisory Board. The Board gave
direction to include to following in the preferred master plan:
• North Alternative 1 - the recreation building with parking, open lawn for soccer
or other use, plaza, playground, and spray park.
• South Alternative 1 - with synthetic turf collegiate soccer field and 9 basket
disc golf course.
The design process overall showed that developing athletic programming and providing the
infrastructure necessary for sports tournaments was important to the community, as was
developing other community park recreation opportunities for people of all ages and abilities to
enjoy on a day-to-day basis.
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
The preferred master plan was presented at a City Council workshop on January 24, 2019. The
purpose was to present the design process including the site analysis, economic development
analysis, and the public process. Elements of the preferred master plan that were presented
included an initial phased development plan, park program and plan elements, and a
construction cost estimate. The City Council reviewed the preferred master plan and provided
comments for continued development into the final master plan (shown in the following chapter).
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MASTER PLAN
MASTER PLAN
A plan view rendering and narrative of the
final master plan for Roy Morse Park and
artist rendering.
PLAN ENLARGEMENT AREAS
Enlarged plan renderings with
descriptions highlighting the various areas
and activities in the master plan.
BALLFIELDS
A description of the baseball and softball
fields in the master plan, their uses,
function, and components of their design.
CIRCULATION
An overview of the pedestrian, vehicular,
and emergency vehicle circulation in and
around the site.
OTHER RECREATION & EVENTS
Plan and narrative highlighting the
variety of other recreation and passive
opportunities in the master plan.
UTILITIES INFRASTRUCTURE
& FACILITIES
Plan and narrative describing the new
buildings and infrastructure, stormwater,
drainage, and utility approach for the
master plan design
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MASTER PLAN
Following the design process, the final master plan for Roy Morse Park was
developed. Detailed descriptions are included in the following pages.
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MASTER PLAN

MASTER PLAN ARTIST RENDERING
Overall view of the master plan for Roy Morse Park from the westernmost corner of
the site and looking east.
rendering courtesy of Rick Mullen, Presentation Art Studio, LLC
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PLAN ENLARGEMENT AREAS
SOFTBALL
The softball area features a “wagon-wheel” field configuration which surrounded by fencing
and gates and allows for a controlled main entrance where tickets can be purchased for
tournaments. Each of the ballfields is synthetic turf and fully lit to allow for year round and
evening games. The ballfields are multi-use and can accommodate adult softball, little league,
and tee ball. Fields 1-4 each have a 220’ outfield and field 5 has a 200’ outfield due to clearance
requirements from the Cowlitz County PUD overhead utility lines along the western property line.
Fields 2-5 each have a U-12 size soccer field overlay and field 1 has a soccer field overlay sized
to accommodate all ages so soccer tournaments are also feasible.

1

Softball Field with Soccer Overlay.
Each of the fields includes striping for softball,
soccer, and little league. For additional
information about the fields, refer to page 68.

2

Field Lighting.
Includes infield and outfield lighting for uniform
lighting throughout the field and to minimize
glare on the fields and to adjacent sites.

3

Parking and Drop-Off.
The main parking lot will accommodate parking
for tournaments at the softball wheel and the
baseball fields; overflow parking can occur near
the recreation center. A drop-off is located just
outside the main entrance.

4

Main Entry & Ticketing.
Located just off the parking lot, this area is a
covered plaza with a controlled entrance to
allow for easy ticketing four tournaments. This
area can also support vendors and food trucks.

5

Emergency Exits.
Accessible paths lead to gates that are located
between each of the fields for emergency
egress or secondary / informal entrances.

6

Concessions / Restroom / Storage.
A large concessions building at the center of
this space can accommodate full food service,
announcers booths, storage, and restrooms.

7
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Picnic / Plaza.
This central space includes covered picnic
tables and seating, and other amenities for such
as signage and drinking fountains.

8

Tot Lot.
Small, accessible play area with seating to
allow younger spectators to play while games
are happening. This area will be covered with
netting for safety in case of foul balls.

9

Enhanced Buffer.
The large conifer hedge bordering the park at
the north and east edges is preserved as a
buffer between the softball area and adjacent
residences. This established hedge could take
up to 20 years for replacement vegetation to
provide the same buffering benefits as currently
exist so it was enhanced with additional trees to
provide a full buffer.

10 Raised Crossing.

A raised walkway across the main driveway
connects the softball area to the baseball area.
This feature creates a traffic calming effect for
safety as this is anticipated to be a heavily used
crossing during tournaments.

11 Pump Station.

The recently improved pump station can remain
in it’s current location which is near the main
entrance to the softball area. It will be out of the
fields and easily accessible by maintenance
vehicles.

12 Loop Trail.

This space includes a 1/2 mile accessible,
paved loop trail with fitness stations, signage,
and seating that also connects into the trail
network around the site.
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SOFTBALL AREA RENDERING
View of the softball area from the eastern entrance and ticketing area and looking
down the main corridor toward the concessions and plaza area.
rendering courtesy of Rick Mullen, Presentation Art Studio, LLC
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PLAN ENLARGEMENT AREAS

continued

BASEBALL
The baseball area is an open space integrating both community spaces and 2 fenced ballfields
that can be used during tournaments. Each of the ballfields is synthetic turf and fully lit to allow
for year round and evening games. The ballfields are multi-use and can accommodate Babe Ruth
baseball, little league, and softball. Each of the fields has a 300’-375’ outfield and batting cages
off of the outfield fences. Both fields also have a soccer field overlay sized to accommodate all
ages so soccer tournaments are also feasible. This space also includes a concessions building
and large plaza, an inclusive playground, and multiple sports courts. These community uses will
allow this space to be a very active even when it is not being used for ballgames.

1

Baseball Field with Soccer Overlay.
Each of the fields includes striping for baseball,
soccer, and little league. For additional
information about the fields, refer to page 68.

2

Field Lighting.
Includes infield and outfield lighting for uniform
lighting throughout the field and to minimize
glare on the fields and to adjacent sites.

3

Parking.
The main parking lot will accommodate parking
for tournaments at the softball wheel and the
baseball fields; overflow parking can occur near
the recreation center.

4

Existing Trees.
The baseball fields and other activities have
been oriented in a way that allows the groves of
large oak trees to remain and provide shade to
the improved park spaces.

5

Concessions / Restroom / Storage.
A large concessions building at the center of
this space can accommodate full food service,
announcers booths, storage, and restrooms.

6
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Picnic / Plaza.
This central space includes covered picnic
tables and seating, and other amenities for such
as signage and drinking fountains. Shelters
throughout this space can also be rented for
events or used for informal gatherings.

7

Playground.
The playground in this space would be the
largest of the site’s three playgrounds. With
rubberized play surfacing, and a variety of
different zones and play opportunities, it is
an inclusive place for people of all ages and
abilities to play.

8

Hillside.
The hillside can be built up from on-site
excavations during construction and can be
a casual place for spectators to sit and relax
during and between games. This space can
also be an extension to the playground with
nature-based play elements and hillside slides.

9

Pickleball & Tennis Courts.
This area includes 3 pickleball courts with a
tennis court overlay inside a fenced area just off
the loop trail. The space includes seating, picnic
areas, and a covered shelter.

10 Fitness Stations.

Ten total fitness stations are located along the
trail network around the site. These can be used
as stand-alone workouts or as a total circuit.
These spaces will include seating, signage, and
safety surfacing as well as a variety of targeted
workouts.

11 Loop Trail.

This space includes a 1/2 mile accessible,
paved loop trail with fitness stations, signage,
and seating that also connects into the trail
network around the site.
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BASEBALL AREA RENDERING
View of the large playground near the baseball plaza looking toward the baseball
concessions and restroom building and plaza area.
rendering courtesy of Rick Mullen, Presentation Art Studio, LLC
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PLAN ENLARGEMENT AREAS

continued

RECREATION CENTER
The northeast corner of the park is dedicated for both a new indoor recreation center and
community park uses. The recreation center is located at the new main entrance to the site off
of Ocean Beach Highway which will increase visibility to the building and help with wayfinding
to the park’s main entrance. This space also includes a large natural turf open space for flexible
community use, events, and soccer games or other sports. Multiple covered picnic shelters
are located throughout this area which can be used informally or for event rentals. Other park
amenities include a multi-sport court, a play area, spray park, and loop trail. While community
park activities are located throughout the whole park, this area is the hub of community activity,
acting as a community park in and of itself.

1

Recreation Building.
This facility is approximately 44,000 square feet
and could accommodate indoor sports courts,
fields, soccer rooms, restrooms, or additional
storage space.

2

3
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6

Flexible Open Lawn.
This large natural turf open space can be used
for flexible community use, pick-up games,
large events, and can accommodate soccer
games with a full-size striped field.

Multi-Sport Court.
This area includes a full size basketball court
and can accommodate multiple other open
courts striped into the paving such as tetherball,
half-court basketball courts, or funnel ball. The
space includes seating, picnic areas, and a
covered shelter.

7

Parking.
This parking lot is sized to accommodate
parking for the recreation building and
surrounding community park amenities. It
can also be used as overflow parking for
tournaments.

Entrance at Ocean Beach Highway.
This new entrance would be the park’s main
entrance. With the addition of park signage and
sidewalks, the entrance will improve wayfinding
and access to the park.

8

Drop-off.
Located just off the park’s main entry drive,
the accessible drop-off would allow simplified
access to the recreation center.

9

Picnic Shelter / Gathering Space.
Three to four large picnic shelters are located in
this space and have water and electrical hookups, seating, and other amenities for events,
vendors, and gatherings.

4

Playground.
The playground in this area is a medium sized
playground with rubberized play surfacing and a
large covered picnic shelter nearby.

5

Spray Park.
This area can include a variety of off-the shelf
or customized, interpretive spray features
such as raised water tables for inclusive and
sensory play. The spray park is located near
the recreation building which can house the
pump room. To ensure this space is usable in
all seasons, it could also include a basketball
“training court” with adjustable goal heights,
temporary funnel ball and tetherball poles, or
striping for games or mazes when the spray

10 Loop Trail.

This space includes a 1/4 mile accessible,
paved loop trail with seating that weaves
nearby the other activities in this space and also
connects into the trail network around the site.
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RECREATION CENTER RENDERING
View of the indoor recreation center building and to the playground, splash park, and
picnic area.
rendering courtesy of Rick Mullen, Presentation Art Studio, LLC
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PLAN ENLARGEMENT AREAS

continued

SOCCER
The multi-use soccer field area is designed to accommodate a large, collegiate soccer field and
is also striped for two full-sized recreational soccer fields. The collegiate field should be marked
in white and the underlying recreational layouts marked is a much less contrasting color. This is
typically yellow, however it could be gray or black depending on preferences. The area is entirely
synthetic turf and will have portable bleachers for spectator seating. This space is not fully
fenced and will allow flexibility of use. For example, the space can be used as flexible lawn and
open space while practices and games are not happening, or the portable bleachers could be
turned toward the disc-golf area to allow spectator seating for disc-golf tournaments.

1

2
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Collegiate Soccer Field with Overlays.
The collegiate soccer field is 210’ x 330’, and
also includes striping for unified lacrosse and 2
soccer fields sized to accommodate all ages
(180’ x 300’).
Portable Seating.
Portable bleachers offer spectator seating for
these fields while allowing flexibility for the
different field uses. These can be located on the
synthetic turf or could be stored if they are not
in use.

3

Parking.

4

Loop Trail.
This space includes a 1/3 mile accessible,
paved loop trail with fitness stations, signage,
and seating that also connects into the trail
network around the site.

5

Fencing.
Arranged behind the goals of the collegiate
soccer field are two 90’-120’ length sections
of ball control fencing. This is 10’ high chain
link fence with 15’ high ball control netting (25’
height combined), to contain stray shots.
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3
Soccer Field Overlays
The key plan to the left shows the
various soccer fields and soccer overlays
within the baseball and softball fields.
Combined, there are 11 soccer fields
including:
•
•
•
•
•

1 collegiate soccer (210’ x 330’) or
unified lacrosse field (180’ x 360’)
4 all ages soccer fields (180’ x 300’,
not striped)
4 U-12 soccer fields (150’ x 240’)
1 all ages soccer field (195’ x 330’)
1 all ages soccer field (195’ x 330’,
natural turf, not striped)
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PLAN ENLARGEMENT AREAS

continued

DISC GOLF
The disc golf course contains 9 permanent tees and baskets which matches the existing
9-basket course at the site. The additional space in the southern end of the site will allow
the course to have an increased challenge level based on PDGA design standards. This
space is also designed as one of the only active spaces on-site to have natural drainage with
raingardens. This is partially to add challenges to the disc-golf course along with the berms and
variety of deciduous and evergreen trees. There are additional opportunities to install temporary
tees and baskets along the loop trail to expand the course to 18-baskets for tournaments. This
area also contains the park maintenance and tree nursery area.

1

Disc Golf Course.
The course shown here ranges from 2 to 4 par
at each basket. The course includes concrete
tees that may have signage and bag holders
and it also includes disc-golf baskets.

2

Babe Ruth Batting Cage Building.
The building shown here is similar in size to the
existing Babe Ruth building located near the
park’s existing entrance. It is located near the
parking lot to allow ease of vehicular access.

3

Seating.
Spectator seating can occur along the loop path
or be shared with the portable bleachers at the
collegiate soccer field.

4

Loop Trail.
This space includes a 1/2 mile accessible,
paved loop trail with fitness stations, signage,
and seating that also connects into the trail
network around the site.

5

Restrooms.
The restrooms closest to this area are at the
baseball area concessions building but could
also be located near or within the Babe Ruth
batting cage building.

6

Raingardens
The raingardens are designed as part of the
natural drainage strategy for this open space
area. They will help to define the course and the
additional grading and planting will help to add
challenges.

7

Berms
Multiple berms can be created from on-site
excavations during construction as a way to
balance cut and fill and add challenges to the
disc-golf course.

8

Maintenance Area.
This area is fully fenced and accessed by
gates just off of the main parking lot area. The
building and yard are expanded to allow room
for storage of temporary fencing, synthetic turf
power brooms and other items required for
maintenance of the athletic complex.

9

Tree Nursery.
The tree nursery is approximately the same size
and function as the existing tree nursery.
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BALLFIELDS
Synthetic Turf
Ballfield playing surfaces, with the exception of the ‘flexible’ natural grass field, are expected to be
resilient in-filled synthetic turf, with the surfacing fiber selected for the highest degree of reliability
and durability. The materials should be sourced through a vendor with a lengthy documented history
of successful installations and low failure or call-back rate. Ideally, the vendor will have a regional
labor force capable of a timely response to service calls. Although the turf industry produces great
bargain products, the Longview Athletic Complex is not the ideal investment to try a new product or
procurement method.
Field Drainage
Beneath each field, a stable foundation of fractured aggregate that is engineered to infiltrate stormwater
at very high rates is required - typically 20” and 40” per hour. These high rates address the need for
lateral movement over the prepared subgrade and through the permeable aggregate base. The section
design shown below is engineered to allow for a high degree of resistance to compressive loading,
some “bridging” of subgrade soils, and the necessary high degree of lateral water movement.

This assembly is contained within a concrete curb with a depth sufficient to be set on prepared
subgrade, and wide enough to be durable and also contain up to 6” diameter fence posts.
Fencing
Ballfield backstops include an 80’ length of 30’ high chain link fencing behind home plate, and 120’
length (or more depending on the adjacent use) of 10’ high chain link fence and 15’ high ball control
netting (25’ combined) down each base line. Fully enclosed bullpen stations which range from 1 - 3
stations each are also provided and could be upgraded to double as batting cages. In addition, each
team area will feature a covered, 8’ x 40’ dugout with team seating. Fitting Fast-Pitch into the Co-Rec
footprint will require the use of a portable outfield fence system. These are available in a wide variety of
styles and qualities. Nearby storage space is desirable.
Support Facilities
Each field has 2 - 4 sets of bleachers for spectator seating. Each ballfield includes a scoreboard located
near the outfield fence. Minimum requirements for these scoreboards includes digital LED numerical
readouts for balls, strikes, outs, and inning, along with runs, hits, and errors for home and away teams.
Additional support facilities can include drinking fountains, concessions building, restrooms, and
community-friendly features such as the picnic shelters and plazas adjacent to each field.
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MULTI-SPORT FIELD TEMPLATES
Key (both fields)
1. Baseball pitcher’s slab, 90’ base path
2. Softball pitcher’s slab, 60’ base path,
and baseball pitcher’s mound location,
little league, 60’ base path
3. Infield arc, baseball, 90’ base path
4. Infield arc, softball, 60’ base path
5. Outfield fence location (temporary,
portable), fast-pitch softball, little
league baseball, 60’ base path
6. Clear space behind home plate,
minimum distance shown
7. Coaches box, 90’ base path
8. Coaches box, 60’ base path
9. Foul territory at outfield fence, 10’
preferred

Softball Field

10. Outfield fence, adult slow-pitch softball
60’ base path, little league baseball 90’
base path (8’ ht. @ 320’)
11. Dugout dimensions 8’x40’ to insure
accessibility
A. 30’ total height chain-link fence
B. 25’ total height; 10’ chain-link fence,
15’ nylon ball control netting above
C. 10’ total height chain-link fence with
safety cap
C. 10’ total height chain-link fence with
safety cap and visual/windscreen
D. 9’ total height chain-link fence with
visual/windscreen at dugout
E. 8’ total height chain-link fence with
safety cap
F.

4’ total height chain-link fence with
safety cap

Baseball Field
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Ocean Beach Highway is a state highway and the new entrance would be within City of
Longview limits. As such, the City of Longview would be the permitting agency for this new
access, coordination with WSDOT would be necessary. Per city staff, it appears this access
would be possible. In order to obtain access to the highway, an application to perform work
on public-right-of-way will need to be submitted. Below is a diagram showing the extents of
pedestrian, vehicular, and emergency vehicle circulation throughout the site.

parking - 370 spaces

parking - 125 spaces
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SITE SAFETY AND SECURITY
In addition to accommodating emergency vehicle
access to each major event and space throughout
the park plan, and using a CCTV security camera
system, there are other considerations given to
site safety and security. These include increasing
recreation opportunities for visitors throughout
the day, evening, and year-round which will
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ensure natural surveillance and detract unwanted
activities. Paired with keeping vegetation low and
views throughout the site open, the driveways and
parking lot allow security vehicles to patrol the site
as needed. The location of the new maintenance
facility will also ensure parks staff are driving
through the site regularly.
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OTHER RECREATION & EVENTS
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The community expressed the need for additional recreation opportunities in the West Longview
neighborhood and the desire for this park to be a place for the whole community to enjoy; not
just for sports or one group. The graphic below illustrates the variety of non-sport recreation
opportunities available to people of all ages and abilities. These activities are spread throughout
the entire site as a means of activating and utilizing the whole park space.
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Loop Trail with Fitness Nodes

Sport Courts

In total, the plan includes over 3 miles of trails with
various smaller looped trails, seating, and fitness
nodes integrated throughout.

Sport courts are located near the recreation building
and near the baseball fields including a variety of
courts such as basketball, pickleball, and tennis.

Playgrounds

Picnic & Gathering Areas

The site also includes 3 playgrounds (a large
community playground, a neighborhood size, and one
tot lot in the softball area) and one spray park.

Picnic and gathering spaces include seating and other
amenities and will integrate small and large covered
shelters with water and electrical hookups for events.
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UTILITY INFRASTRUCTURE
& FACILITIES
OVERHEAD UTILITIES
The transmission / distribution lines to the west of the site have a 15’ horizontal clearance requirement
from buildings and light poles which is accommodated in this plan. Softball field #5 was originally
designed to have a 320’ outfield distance but was reduced to 300’ to avoid conflicts with the outfield
lighting and the utility clearance zone. Options to underground the lines were explored but, per Cowlitz
County PUD, under-grounding the high voltage transmission lines (the upper set of lines) would be cost
prohibitive and therefore, not likely be feasible at this site. However, it may be possible, if desired, to
underground the lower voltage distribution lines.
SANITARY SEWER
Based on the current sewer information available through the County’s GIS database, there is an
existing sanitary sewer system located in the park. Portions of this existing system will interfere with
future development of the park and will need to be removed. In addition, new sanitary sewer lines
will need to be constructed to serve the new buildings and facilities at the park. Based on current
information it appears to be feasible to extend the existing system as necessary. The new pump station
will remain in place near the entrance to the softball area to avoid a cost prohibitive relocation. In
addition to leaving the station in its current location, much of its associated control systems, and gravity
and force mains will need to remain in their current location.
WATER
As part of the redevelopment of the park, portions of the existing water main will likely be removed and
relocated to avoid conflicts with proposed improvements as well as to serve proposed improvements
including providing the required fire flow; however, the looping of the main will need to remain. This
looping provides redundancy as well as improved pressure in the water mains and must remain after
the new facilities have been constructed.
STORM DRAINAGE
Infiltrating stormwater runoff is the preferred method of providing stormwater detention/retention but
the existing soils are not suitable for infiltration or retention. Therefore, an underground storage system
such as vaults or oversize pipes is provided to meet the detention requirements. Alternatively, the City
may purchase storage from the Consolidated Diking Improvement District #1 depending on the volume
of detention needed. The cost of the storage will be based on the volume required.
To reduce the amount and cost of required stormwater treatment, the conceptual design includes a
StormFilter® System which allows runoff from pollution-generating surfaces to be treated before it
is combined with runoff from non-pollution-generating surfaces. This includes shallow, underground
chambers located under the athletic fields. A new storm system can be designed to provide the
necessary water quality treatment and detention depending on the final design, phasing, and
topography. Portions of the new system may need a pump in order to convey the stormwater to the
bypass ditches. The disc-golf course area is one of the only spaces on-site that is designed to allow
natural drainage to bioretention cells (or raingardens). This space will not utilize the underground
storage chambers. It is also important to maintain the hydro-period for wetlands so the design also
includes a discharge to the possible wetland from the new maintenance area.
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Utility Connections

Underground Chambers

These include electrical, water, and sanitary sewer for
improvements such as CCTV security cameras, PA
system, drinking fountains, restrooms, and outlets for
vendors and events.

Approximate location and size of the underground
stormwater chambers described below.
Buildings

LIGHTING
Proposed site lighting includes field lighting at each of the ballfields. A detailed lighting design and lighting load
calculations are included in Appendix D. Other lighting at the site includes pedestrian and vehicular lights in the
parking lots, driveways, and main pedestrian walkways. The trails, collegiate soccer field, and disc-golf area do
not include lighting.
The field lighting design includes general field lighting at 30 foot-candles (fc) and infields at 50fc. Around the
perimeter walkways and seating areas, a lower lighting level of 5-10fc is desired. To achieve the various light
levels and maintain uniformity, LED fixtures of three different types are dispersed among 2 pole types, which
are 80’ tall and selected poles are shared between adjacent fields. Obtrusive effects of the field lighting system
will be well-managed as the LED fixtures attain a nearly full “cutoff” allowing little or no spill light at the property
line, and vastly reduced glare.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
POTENTIAL ECONOMIC BENEFITS
Summary of economic analysis of
proposed improvements in relation to
neighborhood impacts, regional impact,
and tourism potential.
QUANTITATIVE IMPACTS
Potential outcome of proposed
improvements on the economic climate of
Longview.
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POTENTIAL ECONOMIC BENEFITS
POTENTIAL ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF PARK IMPROVEMENT
Park improvements can offer a number of economic benefits to the local, city-wide, and regional
communities in which they are developed. These can include:
•
•
•
•
•

Improved quality of life and access to recreation often increases residential property values.
Improved ability to attract and retain talent and businesses.
Promotes community as a place to live, work, and play - resulting in a greater business market.
Increased access to the community - increased spending for local businesses.
Increased construction spending.

The park already provides some local economic benefit to property values and nearby businesses.
The expansion of activities to attract more users and the new activities that will attract a greater
number of new users to the park both contribute to an increase in economic benefits at the local
neighborhood level. However, these benefits are limited to the duration of use, so it may not be enough
to support a business without additional volume from other sources, such as neighborhood customers.
Pedestrian connectivity outside of the park is also limited. Improvements to local amenities can also
spur residential development, especially if these facilities are desirable for home buyers, including the
higher-density residential development proposed directly adjacent to the park.
YOUTH SPORTS TOURISM
The local economic impact from increased youth sports tourism includes increases in local spending by
out-of-town visitors on lodging, meals, entertainment, shopping / incidentals, and gas. There is sufficient
local capacity to accommodate increases in traffic due to new events coming into the community.
However, there are a substantive number of area hotels located within Kelso as well. This means that
while attendees may be going to the new park in Longview, Kelso hotels will likely receive a significant
amount of business from Longview events.
Other Regional Facilities
Similar youth sports complexes
within a 90-minute drive of Roy
Morse Park:
•
•
•
•

NW Sports Hub; Centralia,
Washington
Lacey Regional Athletic
Complex; Lacey, Washington
Memory / Mill Plain Park;
Vancouver, Washington
Owens Sports Complex;
Portland, Oregon

Of these, only Lacey’s Regional
Athletic Complex offers the same
capacity and type of use as
proposed improvements for Roy
Morse Park.
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QUANTITATIVE IMPACTS
While there are a number of other facilities that create regional competition for youth sports
tourism spending, Longview is a 90-minute drive to 1 million households and 580,000 children
under the age of 18.
CAPACITY IN LONGVIEW TO SUPPORT ADDITIONAL SPORTS TOURISM
Economic benefits will leak into Kelso due to its proximity to I-5 and the greater number of
available hotel rooms:
•
•

Kelso = 553 rooms
Longview = 216 rooms

Ultimately, the net economic impact of improvements to Roy Morse Park depends on how
much of the funding to support the park comes from the City or through other partnerships and
resources. It also depends on how many of the park users, construction workers, and suppliers
are from the local area versus the larger region. The major changes in spending for this facility
will occur predominantly from youth baseball, softball, and soccer tournaments. A smaller benefit
could also occur from increased league use.
Estimated final impact will depend on marketing efforts and success in capturing larger events
over what is currently available at the park. As a baseline, for every 6 additional events, there
is an expected $2,100,000.00 to $2,900,000.00 direct increase in economic development per
year (based on 2019 dollars). Of that, Longview’s share is equal to about half at $1,200,000.00
to $1,700,000.00 per year, with the remaining economic benefit going to Kelso and other nearby
areas. There is also an additional $0.30 for each dollar spent of indirect benefit to the local
economy, up to about $500,000.00 per year. These dollars are estimates only, more detailed
survey research would be able to identify changes to spending patterns with greater clarity.
Refer to Appendix C for the full Economic Report.
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IMPLEMENTATION
PHASING PLAN
A detailed plan for park construction in 3
different phases.
COST ESTIMATE
A simplified version of the detailed cost
estimate of design and construction.
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
A brief overview of the operations and
maintenance requirements of the athletic
fields.
PERMITTING
A matrix of potential permits that will be
required for park development.
FUNDING
An overview of potential funding sources
for implementation.
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PHASING PLAN
This diagram shows the overall phased development plan with 3 different phases of
construction. The cost estimate for each phase of construction is included in the following pages.

PHASE 1
estimated construction cost: $30,391,000.00
New softball “wagon-wheel”, parking lot, relocated disc golf course, and revised
maintenance and tree nursery area. The access drive off of Mt. Solo Road would be
improved for wayfinding into the park and visibility of the park in the community. A portion
of the proposed loop path around the new improvements would also be included. One
of the existing baseball fields would remain, along with the batting cage building and its
associated parking. One baseball field would be removed but field space could be shared
with the new softball fields until phase 2, or the new baseball fields are constructed. The 4
existing softball fields would also remain.

PHASE 2
estimated construction cost: $17,770,000.00
Phase II improvements would replace the existing softball fields with two new baseball
fields and a new soccer field (one collegiate field and two high-school size overlays). The
central playground and picnic area would also be included with this phase, along with
additional trails and a multi-sport court. A new entrance off Ocean Beach Highway would
be included in this phase, along with the relocated batting cage building.

PHASE 3
estimated construction cost: $29,860,000.00
New recreation center, associated parking and outdoor improvements, including a
playground, picnic area, spray park, multi-sports court and informal lawn.
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COST ESTIMATE
The estimated construction costs for Roy Morse Park have been broken into 3 separate options
listed below and are based on a planning level conceptual design only. Construction costs will
vary over time and will need to be refined as design progresses and a greater level of detail is
defined. A detailed cost estimate is included in Appendix A.

Option 1: Overall / Single Phase
This cost estimate reflects the cost of construction if the park improvements
are constructed in one phase. This estimate reflects 2019 dollars.

Option 2: Phased Implementation
This detailed cost estimate reflects the three different phases shown
on pages 89 - 90. This estimate does not take into account the cost of
escalation which would increase the cost of each phase by approximately
3% each year beyond 2019.

Option 3: Athletic Facility Improvements Only
This third cost estimate reflects the total cost for constructing only the improvements necessary
for an athletic facility and not the park improvements or recreation center. Overall, the softball
fields, baseball fields, and support facilities / parking are included. This estimate assumes the
collegiate soccer field is natural turf and the remaining site area is natural turf restoration area.

North not to scale
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Overall / Single Phase
ITEM

TOTAL

Paving

$3,660,000.00

Planting

$4,723,000.00

Site Improvements

$2,308,000.00

Site Electrical & Lighting

$922,000.00

Buildings

$18,910,000.00

Ballfields

$14,886,000.00

Civil Site Improvements

$7,350,000.00

Construction Total with Sales Tax,
Contingency, and Contractor Mark-ups

$77,722,000.00

Total with Design and Permitting costs

$87,099,000.00

Phased Implementation
ITEM

TOTAL

Phase I Construction Total

$30,391,000.00

Phase II Construction Total

$17,770,000.00

Phase III Construction Total

$29,860,000.00

Construction Total with Sales Tax,
Contingency, and Contractor Mark-ups

$78,021,000.00

Total with Design and Permitting costs

$87,453,000.00

Athletic Facility Improvements Only (not including park improvements)
ITEM

TOTAL

Paving

$2,574,000.00

Planting

$4,204,000.00

Site Improvements

$698,000.00

Site Electrical & Lighting

$922,000.00

Buildings

$1,860,000.00

Ballfields

$14,886,000.00

Civil Site Improvements

$7,350,000.00

Construction Total with Sales Tax,
Contingency, and Contractor Mark-ups

$47,870,000.00

Total with Design and Permitting costs

$53,664,000.00
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OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE COSTS
The estimated full time equivalent (FTE) hours shown below are based on similar types of
parks and facilities. This cost covers maintenance for the improved landscape areas, structures,
trails and plazas, play areas, ballfields and support facilities, and the open spaces. Because
the scope of the Recreation Building is somewhat undefined, the hours do not include full-time
employees for operations and programming within the Recreation Building.
Area
Athletic fields
Landscape, lawns, and open spaces
Recreation building maintenance
Other buildings and support facilities
Playgrounds / play areas
Parking and driveways
Utilities
Trails & plazas
Concessions staff during games / tournaments
Other staff during games / tournaments

FTE Hours Per Year (2,080 total hours/year)
4,160 hours (2 FTEs)

1,040 hours (0.5 FTEs)
2,080 hours (1 FTEs)
3,120 (1.5 FTEs)
60 hours (.03 FTEs)
80 hours (.04 FTEs)
60 hours (.03 FTEs)
60 hours (.03 FTEs)
volunteers
volunteers

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS FOR SYNTHETIC TURF FIELDS
A typical synthetic turf field will need to be replaced every 10-years. This costs approximately
$7.00 - $10.00 per square foot which includes:
• Removal and disposal of synthetic turf and infill.
• Replacement of the synthetic turf and infill.
• Remediation of the base course.
• Contractor mobilization and installation.
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MAINTENANCE FOR SYNTHETIC TURF FIELDS
Beyond typical maintenance equipment that would be anticipated in a park, the following is a general list of
maintenance practices that are anticipated for a large sports complex with synthetic turf fields. The specific
maintenance recommendations will vary depending on the synthetic turf manufacturer and the specific type
of infill used. This equipment needed would account for approximately 200 - 400 square feet of the overall
covered storage space shown in the master plan.
Maintenance recommendations:
•
•
•
•
•

Field inspection: This will ensure the fields are in safe, playable condition and also determine if and when
maintenance is needed. Done on a weekly basis or before/after each game.
Surface Brushing and Raking: levels the infill, refreshes the synthetic turf blades, and removes static from
the surface. Monthly or every-other month.
Aerating: loosen the infill to prevent it from becoming compacted. Approximately 2-3 times per year.
Sweeping: keeps the field clean and debris-free. Done on an as-needed basis.
Infill Topdressing: Adding infill to maintain the recommended depth, especially in high traffic areas such as
the bases. Done on an as-needed basis.

Equipment:
•
•

Mechanical groomer - a nearly all-in-one tractor-style maintenance vehicle with attachments for brushing,
raking, aerating, sweeping and litter removal, as well as infill topdressing.
Pull-behind groomers - separate groomers for each of the various maintenance practices that can be pulled
behind small tractors or trucks with tires equipped for driving on synthetic turf.
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PERMITTING
The following matrix summarizes potential permits that will be required for the project including
triggers and associated time-lines for permit submittal and approval. Permit time-lines listed
in the matrix are estimates. Actual permit receipt time-lines vary depending on the permitting
agency, project complexity, and requests for additional information. These permits are all
submitted to the City of Longview for review and approval with the exception of the NOI which is
filed with the Department of Ecology.

Permitting Matrix
Potential Permit
Permit / Plan Review Application

Improvement
any proposed site improvements

Permit Trigger
required for all projects

SEPA Environmental Checklist

requirement of project

proposed improvements

Public Improvement Permit
Application

stormwater, paving, landscaping,
curb, building demolition

proposed site improvements

Permit for Utility Service

domestic water meter/line, storm/ proposed domestic water meter/
sanitary sewer
line, storm/sanitary sewer

Permit for Utility Service

fire hydrants and fire flow supply

proposed fire supply / hydrant
improvements to site

Permit for Utility Service

proposed water main connection
to ex water main in hwy R.O.W.

connection to a water main in hwy
right-of-way

Application for Excavation and
Grading

excavation and grading activities

site grading for the proposed
improvements exceeds 5,000sf

Application to Perform Work on
Public Right-of-Way

Mt. Solo Rd paving, curb, gutter,
sidewalk

proposed improvements in City
right-of-way

Application to Perform Work on
Public Right-of-Way

proposed driveway access on
Ocean Beach Hwy

Demolition Permits - utility options,
ex. utility service lines

Ocean Beach Hwy paving, curb,
gutter, sidewalk, and driveway
access
demolition of water, storm sewer,
and sanitary sewer

Electronic Notice of Intent

all

disturbance of land greater to or
equal to one acre
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proposed demolition of existing
utilities

IMPLEMENTATION

Review Time-line
N/A

Comments
considered a “master application” and is required to be filled out for all projects

3-5 weeks

checklist is required to be submitted for an environmental review of the proposed
improvements

3-5 weeks

permit encompasses most civil related site improvements; the fee or this permit is 6% of
the engineer’s estimate for the proposed improvements

1-2 weeks
1-2 weeks
up to 5 months

application will be made out to City of Longview; City staff will forward the application to
WSDOT for review

3-5 weeks
3-5 weeks

required to perform work in the City right-of-way

up to 5 months

Longview Municipal Code 12.60.030(4)(a): all requests for new or modified access on
state highways shall be requested through the city, which will coordinate the review and
approval process with WSDOT
for water, sanitary sewer, and storm sewer utilities which are demolished or temporarily
taken out of service to be used at a later date

3-5 weeks
60 days

certifies that the operator will comply with permit conditions and effluent limitations from
stormwater runoff. Needs to be transferred to the general contractor prior to any soil
disturbing activities may begin
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FUNDING
POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
The following graph summarizes the potential funding sources for an Athletic Facility Complex in
Longview. This does not include all of the potential funding sources which could be expanded to include
fundraising / donations or even sources on a national level. However, this shows typical local and state
options often used for similar parks and facilities to Roy Morse Park.

potential funding

Sponsorships

60% - 80%
Sponsorship funding has a greater potential in a sports complex than in other types
of recreation facilities, and can come in the form of single donations of goods, dollars,
or services or annual donations. Recognition of sponsors and donors needs to be
considered and can affect how successful this funding source is - from “buy a brick”
programs to naming rights of individual park features including the recreation building.

potential funding

Partnerships

$250,000.00
Partnerships can be a great resource for funding, and can contribute to a lasting
relationship between organizations within the partnership. Partnerships can be used
to help support construction or operations and maintenance of park improvements.
Examples include the Longview School District for high-school sized fields, the Lower
Columbia College for collegiate-sized facilities, and the various sports leagues and
organizations for their related fields.

potential funding

Volunteers
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$500,000.00 - $1,000,000.00
Volunteer support for a park this size can often be difficult to manage. However, when
considering the sheer number of potential volunteers through the various sports
organizations and leagues that will use this park, it could have a positive impact on the
park, as well as help maintain a sense of ownership by the local community. Volunteers
are generally used most to support maintenance in the form of vegetation management,
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potential funding
$25,000.00 - $1,000,000.00 (multiple grants)
The largest source for recreation grants are available through the Washington State
Recreation and Conservation Office (RCO). RCO provides funding through a number
of different programs including the Land and Water conservation Fund, the Washington
Wildlife and Recreation Program, and the Youth Athletic Facilities program. Applications
can be submitted annually or biennially, in whole or on a per-phase basis.

Grants

potential funding
100%
State appropriation, or a ‘legislative ask’, are funds applied to a project directly from the
State legislature as part of the annual State budget process, generally though lobbying
activities and community support.

State
Appropriation

potential funding
100%
Bonds can be a councilmanic bond, a limited capacity bond approved by City Council
without a public vote, or general obligation bonds that are approved by public
vote. General obligation bonds used for park improvements are limited to capital
improvements. Levies are similar, but with the added benefit of being used to also fund
maintenance as well as capitol improvements and only requires a simple majority of the
public vote.

Bond

potential funding
100% phase 2
100% phase 3
100% phase 1
Local Capital Improvement Program dollars can come from a variety of sources,
generally through city funding resources. They can be any combination of taxes and
fees assigned to the Parks Department to support capital improvements, operations
and maintenance of parks and recreation facilities.

Local CIP
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FUNDING

(continued)

GRANT OPTIONS
Below is a chart listing a selection of grant opportunities available to this park development. This is not
a list of all of the options, as there are many grants for smaller items such as the playground equipment
but this shows some of the larger grants that could help fund the major components of the park and
athletic complex.

Grant Matrix
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Grant / Agency
Youth Athletic Facilities / Washington
State Recreation & Conservation
Office

Grant Cap (per project / phase) Match
$25,000 40% (under-served
$350,000
population)

Land & Water Conservation Fund
/ Washington State Recreation &
Conservation Office

$ 500,000 (state projects)

50%

Local Parks / Washington State
Recreation and Conservation Office
(WWRP)

$ 500,000 (development)

50%

Community Development Block Grant
/ Washington State Department of
Commerce

$ 750,000.00 (development)

none required

Recreational Trails / Washington State
Recreation and Conservation Office
(WWRP)

$ 500,000.00 (development)

50%

Land & Water Conservation Fund
/ Washington State Recreation &
Conservation Office / Legacy Program

$ 250,000.00 - $720,000.00

50%
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IMPLEMENTATION

Schedule
Available in even years /
5 month evaluation process

Funded Element
Develop or renovate athletic facilities

PROS Plan Required
No

Available in even years /
13 month evaluation process

Develop or renovate recreation areas
including athletic fields

Yes

Available in even years /
18 month evaluation process

Develop or renovate recreation areas
and support facilities

Yes

Available annually

Projects must principally benefit lowand moderate-income persons, or
aid in the prevention or elimination of
slums or blight

No

Available in even years /
18 month evaluation process

Develop or renovate trails and
support facilities

Yes

Available annually /
12 month evaluation process

Develop recreation areas in urban
areas with over 50,000 population

Yes
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rendering courtesy of Rick Mullen, Presentation Art Studio, LLC
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APPENDICES
A. COST ESTIMATE
A full construction cost estimate including
phased development costs.
B. ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
The Environmental Report prepared for
the Roy Morse Park site.
C. ECONOMIC REPORT
The Economic Report prepared for the
Athletic Facility Complex project.
D. FIELD LIGHTING & LOAD
CALCULATIONS
Field lighting and load calculations
prepared for the softball and baseball field
areas.
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